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CliAPTEE I.
TVIO RELATED LITERARY M0VEI4EIITS: STOHil Aim STRESS AIID
ROivIANTICISM
It is an interesting phenoir.enon in the history of literature that, in
general, the first two of three consecutive literary movements are antagonistic.
There would be no distinction between them were this not the case. The third
movement, however, usually reveals a definite connection with the first of the
series. So it is with the Storm and Stress and the Roriantic periods of German
liter^cture, separated as they were by the Classical period of Goethe and Schiller.
Becarse of this relationship it may be that Eriedrich ivlaximilian Klinger, whose
play "Sturm -and Drang" gav3 the earlier period its name, and who is alw^s classed
as a Storm and Stress writer, has more Romantic elements in his works than his re-
peated opposition to certain phases of the latter movement would lead people tc
believe. But before beginning a study of Klinger' s relation tc the Romantic move-
ment it is necessarj^ to have clearly in yiind the elements of Storm and Stress that
carried ever into Romanticism, the similarities and differences between the two
periods. These differences can be most clearly seen in comparison with the Early
Romanticism, where the strongest contrasts present themselves?
The chief difference between the two movements is found in the attitude
toward the part emotion and reason should play in life. Rousseau, as a philos-
opher demanding a return to nature, a development of an emotional life in contrast
to the cold reasoning attitude of the Period of Enlightenment, was epoch-making
for Storm and Stress and had a great influence upon Romanticism**. Friedrich
*Wal2el: Deutsche Romantik. pp. 2 - 7.
**Gschwind: Die ethischen ICeuerungen der Eruh-Rcmantik, 5.
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Schlegel by calling hi» "Hhetorik der Lieba" an apology of nat-ore and innocence
fights on the side of RousBeau and. the older Storui and btress men against law
and custom and all conventionality*. But the men of the Storm and Stress period,
under the influence of Rousseau, were content with feeling. Indeed they were
afraid to analyze their emotional experiences lest they destroy them. The Ro-
manticist had no such fear, and subjected himself to a constant analysis, making
his emotions and dreams mean sonjethint;, always attempting to re^'eal a secret.
The Storm and Stress writers, particularly Kamann and Herder, r;,ade fun of reason.
On the other hand Friedrich Schlegel openly confessed his indebtedness to Kant
and learned not to thirJc that reason is necessarily in opposition to all that is
great and good and high in thj human soul. The Romanticists realized, as the
Storm and Stress writers did not, that it was from ths demands of reason that the
desire common to both movements c2ime,of longing to see the innermost relation of
the whole of human experience. La leu in Klinger's "Sturm und Drang" expresses
the Storm and Stress ideal perfectly when he says, "Man must dreain, dear 31asius,
if he wishes to be happy, and not think, not philosophize".** Romantic develop-
ment, however, deu.anded not only emotion and deeds but also thought and observa-
tion*** .
The Storm and Stress attitude toward the individu^l"^ held that everyone
had the right to live his own life to the f\xllest possible extent. So, too, the
Romanticists believed in the worth of the individual, and on this point Schleier-
macher opposed Kant and agreed with Herder. Schlei ermacher developed for the
Romanticists an ethics based on the moral law of the great personality, a moral
law that was to be derived from obedience to the voice of the individual's inner
spirit. This, like the ethics expressed by Eeinse for the Stcrm and Stress period
*Gschwind: I.e. 102
**Stuxm und Drang, Act III, Scene I.
VJalzel: 1. c. 8.
+Ibid. 9.
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was in revolt against the aoral attitude of the period of EnlightenLjent . The
difference between the two iticvea,enti» consists in the fact that the Storm and
Stress aim was to break down all barriers, to make the mood of the moment the
law- giver, rather t.iaxi observing the law which has been derived from the person-
ality througti meditation and self-examination*. As historians the Romanticists
made way for the rights of the individual when they showed whare and why a per-
sonality was not free but was bound by the period of development in which it ex-
isted, another thought which they owed to Herder. At the saii:e time it ::ra:3t be
remembered that the Romanticists often developed Herder's thoughts in a way that
was far from Herder's intention. Thus they carried his idea that history as a
whole had no definite aim ever to the personal psychological realm, and for some
of the Romanticists lack^aim v/as another exp'rsssion for -Romantic ability**.
Two ideas of genius developed for the Romanticists***. The conception
of the Storm and Stress period that genius was an unconscious, dreaiiy, instinc-
tively creating activity was definitely discarded by Friedrich Schlegel. He
taught that creative genius must be conscious, must be able tc guide itself, to
lift itself above its best work. In this latter connection he developed the
theory of Ronantic irony. Further, since the most perfect harmony was a union
of all opposing forces, the genius, according to the Rcirantlc view, rar.st be ex-
treiijely versatile. Ke must move quickly from one extreme tc another and must
possess a nature including these extremes. Later, tnrougli Schelling, came the
expression of the belief that all art was derived directly from God, that tne
Divine was realized therein. This conception came much nearer that of the Storm
and Stress than had the earlier efforts of the Romanticists as they tried to com-
prehend the wisdom of great creative artists, particularly of Shakespeare.
*Wal2el, 1. c. pp. 56 ff.
**3randes: Die^^Literatur des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts in ihren Haupt-
stromungen. Vol. II, 616.
***Walzel: 1. c. pp. 32 - 3; 5i - 5.
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Although the Ronjant icist s for the moot part nolther realizad nor ac
-
kiowledged their debt to Herder, they neverthelesu OA'ed aliriost as inuch to him as
did the Storii, and Stress writers. He it was who for both moveujents opened the
way to Shakespeare, Old German poetry, to the i'iiddle Ages and the folk song.
Each of these interests was developed somewhat differently by the Roaianticists
than it was by the promoters of the earlier movement. Thus some Storn, and Stress
writers read Shakespeara for his portrayal of Hature, others for his expression
of freedom, smd others for his representation of emotional experiences*. For all
of them, however, Shakespeare was great as the creator of characters who perform-
ed great deeds, who were men of action. Tlie Romanticists, on the oth^r hand, in
reading Shakespeare were not particularly concerned about human beings and their
fate, but rather were they interested in the poetic quality of his plays^and this
they found in Shakespeare's caprices and fancifulnsss. Shakespeare as a poet
satisfied Romantic needs along three lines, as a man cf fanciful imagination, as
an ironical thinker of universal application, and as a master of language**.
The iren of the Romantic movement developed the interest in th^ folk
song to a greater extent than their predecessors had done. So, too, they had a
deeper interest in the Middle Ages with an attendant enthusiasm for the Catholic
religion. To Herder, also, the Romanticists owed thsir love for the distinctly
national characteristics which they scu.ght in foreign literat-'jires, particiolarly
of Spain and the Orient. And finally the Rorrjanticist s in their Nature philosophy
created a new mj'-thology cf which the; yoxxag Herder had dreani-ed.
In regard tc characteristics belonging strictly tc the Romantic period
we find several words which iiave become practically synon;ymoue with Romanticism.
First ana most important of these, and the central point iipon which all ths others
depend, is the Romantic yearning, "die Sehnsucht". it inay be the longing for a
*Gundclf: Sha>-3spears) und der deutsche Geist, 252.
Gundolf: 1. c. 333.
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distant land^ for the presence of the beloved^ or thg almost overpowering desire
to comprehend the Infinite^ to attain a union of the finite with the Infinite.
Such a longing as the latter necessarily introduced a mystic element into relig-
ion^ a mysticism expressed "by Novalis in "Hyiuien an die Hacht" and in "Heinrich
von Ofterdingen".* In the symbolism of the Romantic movement the "Blue Flower"
connotes for us the end and aim of Romantic yearning by representing love, human
and Divine. Music, poetry, and art were viewed as attempts to satisfy this yearn-
ing. Music, says VJackenroder, seems like "stories, without connection, yet with
associations, like dreams'.'.** Fairy tales, both the folk tales and the conscious
fantastic inventions of authors, the magical and the purely grotesque, are all
expressions of Romantic interests. Romantic also is the portrayal of morbid men-
tal states, of dual personalities, of the "night side of llature", and the phe-
nomena of sleep, dreams, and insanity***. Closely connected with this is the
Fate tragedy with its superstition and terror and characters hypnotized by Fate."*"
And finally, to turn again to a different field, we have the interest in Kature,
in the babbling brook, the quaint German village at night, the palace in ruins,
the magic and lonesomeness of the woods - all as means of awakening yearning.^
We see, then, that Romanticism is clearly a contini;iation of Storm and
Stress, but that there are differences in the conceptions of reason and emotion,
of the individual, of genius, of the ideas primarily due to Herder, and that
Romanticism has in addition distinct characteristics traceable not at all or in
a very slight degree in the earlier movement.
In seeking the direct influence of Storm and Stress writers upon Ro-
*Walzel: 1. c. 65.
**Ibid. 91
***V;alzel: 1. c. 140 - 148.
+Ibid. 152 - 159.
^Ibid. 1.
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manticists one thinks first of all of Goethe with hie "OBtz von Berlichingen"
and its influence. It is worthj-- of note that Tieck^all his life lon^^, considered
"Gttta" the best of Goethe's works.* V/e renenher^ too, Goethe's interest in me-
dieval legends and his collection of folk, songs,, and then from his inaturer years^
after the true Storm and Stress was past, the far-reaching influence of "Wilhelm
i/Ieister" in Romantic circles. It is significant that the greatest of the Stonii
and Stress writers was able to follow "Iphigenie" and "Tasso", truly classical
works, with the "Lehrjahre" which held such a strong appeal for the Romanticists.
Similarly among Schiller's later works "Die Jungfrau von Orleans" shows traces
of Romantic influence, despite Schiller's inability to be thoroughly Romantic,
and "Die Braut von Llessina" is related to the group of Eate-tragedies produced
by Werner and his contemporaries later.**
Among the other StorB\ and Stress writers llaler Mttller has been called
the Romanticist of the period***, due to his love for medieval knighthood and for
the folk song as well as on account of the lyrical elements in his drama "Golo
und Genoveva". Tieck read Mtlller' s play in 1797 and undoubtedly found in it the
inspiration for his own "Genoveva", but the two plays have in common only a few
lines of song."^ Of the early Romanticists Tieck undoubtedly best understood the
Storm and Stress writers. He was sufficiently interested in llaler Mttller and
Lenz to edit their works++, a plan which Brentano, too, had had in mind in his
first enthusiasm over Lenz's writings' ' '
.
Maler Mttller' s most intimate friend in Rome was Heinse, who looked to
Wieland and Rousseau as his teachers. Heinse not only influenced his contempo-
rary Klinger, as we shall see later, but also affected Tieck. Tieck' s "William
*Anzeiger fttr deutsches Altertum: 25 : 307.
**Robertson: A History of German Literatui'e; 392,399.
***Gschvdnd: 1. c. 20.
^Hobertson: 1. c. 424.
^^Anzeiger fttr deutsches Altertum; 25 : 307.
''_'steig; Achim von Amim imd die ihrn nahe standen: I : 355.
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Lovell" reveals his knowledge of "Ardinghello", which he had kncwi in 1792*, and
a part of "Franz Stembald" is similarly connected with "Hildegard von Hohenthal'?^
Indeed "Ardinghello" may be considered as the first of the series, Lovell-Stem-
"bald-Lucinde-G-odwi.
Argument from analogy suggests that if Goethe, Schiller, Llaler Mttller,
Lenz and Heinse are related in one way or another to Romanticism, Klinger, too,
may have a definite connection with the movement. Rieger thinks it was impossible
for Klinger to have been in sympathy v/ith Romanticism."^ Nevertheless opposition
to certain tendencies of the Romantic School does not necessarily eliminate Ro-
mantic characteristics in Klinger' s writings, and it is with this in mind that
Klinger' s opinions on the subject should bs examined.
G-schvdnd: 1. c. 67.
**Ibid. 74.
***Anzeiger ftlr deutsches Altertum: 25 : 306.
^Rieger: Friedrich Maximilian Klinger: Sein Leben und T7erke. II, 476
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CHAPTER II.
KLINGER'S VIEWS IK REGARD TO ROMNTICISM.
In a letter to llicolovius written from St. Petereturg in ll&y 1799,
Klinger first expresses himself concerning the writers of the day: "The Gennan
writers especially, since they are nov/ for the most part confused in regard to
esthetics and to Kant, are people who no longer provoke mere laughter. For in-
stance, I read recently in Schlegel's Athenais (•) several odd statements. It
says there aphoristically: Filhelm Meister and Fichte's Wissenschaftslehre and
the great wild events of the century are the chief tendencies of our time. - - -
What is one to do and say with such nonsense?"*
Klinger' s "Eetrachtungen und Gedanken Utsr verschiedene Gegenstfinde"
contain numerous references to various elements of the Romantic movement. The
"Eetrachtungen" first appeared anonymously in 1803 and 1805. In Klinger' s col-
lected works they were revised, a numbsr omitted entirely, and were then publish-
ed in 1809 as volumss 11 and 12 of the series. An examination of the comments
which were directed at the contemporary literature of Klinger' s day shows that
the Fate-tragedy, mysticism and the Romantic attitude toy/ard the Catholic re-
ligion were the chief points with which Klinger took issue. Number 695 will
serve as a general siuiimary of th3 opinion he expressed about the Romanticists:
"The educated portion of the public would gladly respect GeriUin liter-
ature, because it really has much to offer that is worthy of respect, but the
geniuses themselves and their echoes, these distorted spirits, do not permit it.
If the ones strive to make us subject to that powerful specter, Greek Fate, in
order to put us in a receptive mood for their sublime productions, the others
*Rieger, I.e. Vol. II, Letter No. 41, page 49.
I'II
I
t
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want to lead ue back into the fifteenth century in order to avreiken in ua the
feeling for poetic or Romantic poetry. The means to this elevation of th3 spirit
they find in the obscuring of reason^ in the destruction of Protestantism^ in the
revival of magic^ astrology^ alchemy and so forth; the political and moral world
is only there for the sake of the poetic. Romantic poetry - in this lies the wel-
fare of mankind, and reason and understanding have only pushed us into our polit-
ical and moral wretchedness, from which nothing can save us but this principle
which has been advanced. I do not know what effect these teachings have in their
immediate vicinity; at a distance they only provoke the painful smile that the
wild notions of raving people force from us upon a visit to an insane asylum, and
for which we are already reproaching ourselves as we smileV.
Absolute disgust with the writers of the "horrible, monstrous, trite
novels of knights, spirits and ghosts" is shown in number 354. Elsewhere we read
that the writers of the period are bringing the "old, iron fate out of the lumb-
er-room of the Greek theater, unconcerned as to whether it is in keeping with our
customs, method of thought and enlightenment."* Again, "Are ghosts of fate, ac-
cident, mysticism, superstition and oracles, besides all the horrible ghouls with
which they now seek to bewitch the sublime and the touching, suited to the time
in which we live?"** "Plato banished the poets from his Republic; what would he
do in the nineteenth century if he should read the newest productions of oiir
poets, in which they try to so subject us to fate that even our purest innocence,
our most powerful, most active virtue avails us nothing, and who can give us no
further comfort in the benwabing feeling of our powerlessness than the one we
find in their beautifully arranged curses against the ancient gods?"***
No. 537.
**No. 618.
***Ko. 683. Cf. also the ironical references in 680, 681 and 762.
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We may well question how it happens that the author of "Der verbannte
Gttttersohn", of "Medea" and "Raphael" should be so bitter against the introductior
of the fate element, since, as we shall see later, he had used it to so great an
extent himself. To my mind tha explanation of the inconsistency may be found not
only in a change of view point on Klinger' s part, as Rieger implies*, but also in
the very human characteristic of variation between theory and practice, and in
the fact that Klingsr's ideal of human action lay in accomplishment of deeds, in
power to overcome difficulties. Since he realized the moral danger of a submis-
sive resignation to fate, he felt that in his" Betrachtungen"aiiKed to "awake pow-
er"** he must mako it clear that "only the weak, tha comrdly, the thoughtless
and the characterless can comfort themselves with the words Fate, chance, and
sigh over the blind working of these invisible spirits. The man of char-
acter itho acts according to duty and who recognizes only the most rigid, earnest
justice as his guide, at least proves, if he still complains about his fate, that
he does not think as consistently as he acts,"*** Klinger' s opposition to the
Fate-tragedy was on the basis that it offered a poor philosophy of life rather
than on the basis that it vra.s a product of the Romantic school and therefore to
be looked at askance. '
Mysticism, as we have seen, Klinger classed with fate and superstition
as being unsuitable for men of character. Much may be expected from German
writers, he believes, if only their high intelligence is not strangled by the
misused philosophy of Kant, the political statistical arithmetic, and the flour-
ishing mysticism. "A new contradiction, if there is still a new onel While
our theologians pay homage to Reason, our poets - our great poets - now cultivate
mysticism".'*^ The virtue pictured in the new mystical Gennan novels is so ideal-
*Ri9ger; .I.e. li, 286.
**lIo. 651,
***No. 622.
+lIo. 570.
"^No. 541.
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ized that ono could pardon the man who begs for the introduction of vice.* The
new theory of esthetics and tha productions which are based upon it prove to
Klinger that a poet can use only a practical philosophy; a speculative philosophy
either kills his poetic talent or leads him to mysticism which then fills his
mind with shadows and ghosts.** EBhme, Lavater^ Swadanborg^ representing to
Klinger tjrpes of mystical thinkers^ receive their share of sarcastic treatment.**^
The modem mystical poetry seems to Klinger to have the effect of music sat to
words in a language not imderstood by the hearer.
Despite these statements^ mysticism, in the better sense of the Roman-
tic movement, was not so foreign to Klinger' s nature as he would have us believe.
"Every noble nature", he tells us in 234, "has something of a supernatural mys-
ticism that places it and keeps it in relation with a higher world. This mysti-
cism, however, is as distinct from asceticism as is the latter from true re-
ligion"."*^ "The philosophers who would base religion on reason forget - the
imagination" . ' ' ' Rieger, too, speaks of Klinger' s "almost mystical conception of
religion".*''" In connection with the question of religion we may notice that of
three statements definitely directed at Catholicism in the original edition of
the "Betrachtungen",*+* but one was incorporated in the collected works. This
places the G-erman writers who slander the Refonnation in an ig3:;ominious contrast
with the Frenchman, Villers, who writes with such praise concerning Luther.*"*^
With our twentieth century perspective of Romanticism we can see that
Klinger' s conception of emotion, reason and imagination approached the Romantic
No. 675
**No. 676.
***Cf. Nos. 618, 702, 722.
Jo. 678; Rieger: I.e. II, 478.
-iTCf. also Nos. , 231, 646.
"f^No. 617.
"•Rieger: l.c, II, 459.
*+*Ibid. II, 478.
*t^o, 781
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view point mora closely than he himtelf suspected. "Emction and Reason are the
sun and the moon of our moral firmament. Were wo always only in the hot sunlight
we should "buni up; always only in the cool moonlight we should grow nvaab with
cold".* Such an expression, while perhaps laying somewhat more emphasis on rea-
son than most of the Romanticists did, is at any rata far from being acceptable
to the Storm and Stress writer with his emphasis on emotion^ or to the Rationalist
with his emphasis on the intellectml. In phrases suggesting the symbolism of
the Romantic prose writers he says, "The most beautiful, ths rarest and the hap-
piest marriage of our spiritual powers is this: the high poetic power of imagi-
nation with the reason of the man of affairs who has to live in the world and de-
termines to remain a poet, because in this he finds his most delightful enjoyment,
his firmest support. But he must guard himself lest the imaginative wife rule
too much over the serious, earnest husband. The latter must understand the art
of charming the warmly inspired wife to fall into a gentle sleep when he wants to
work and act in practical life. All that can be granted the loving husband is at
times to secretly steal a kiss from the sweetly slumbering beloved, so that the
heart may not grow too cold during the Beparation. Only when the serious husband^
after the day's work is ended, enters the quiet secret room, may the lovely
sleeping one awake entirely."** A similar mood is expressed in the following:
"We ought to realize the presence of the intellectual, ideal, or spiritual world,
but not dwell in it. By means of this realization, through which the spirit lift!
itself to a height from which it discovers for a. moment a new land, woven about
with a voil of morning red, that moves before him like a beautiful, happy dream
of youth which one feels, sees, but cannot describe, by means of this reali-
zation the son of Earth becomes a great poet or artist, a noble citizen, and finds
No. 115.
*No. 103.
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there, where nothing real seems to exist, the basle for the greatest realities.
But he who wishes to dwell always in the spiritual world or fondly imagines that
he dwells therein, without looking back the more constantly and surely to the
known land in which we live and where we are to work, is in danger of building
for his spirit the narrow lodging place of a fool or a visionary in that immeas-
urable, incomprehensible, enchanted, invigorating place of exaltation. Ke be-
lieves that he lives there where the wise man remains only a few seconds, and
where the latter in these few seconds finds for this variable, fleeting life on
earth, a center of gravity on which he stands so firmly in his own strength that
a foreign force can perhaps move him but not displace him".*
It is obvious that these last two quotations from Klinger warn against
the dangers of letting the imagination carry one too far. They are warnings
from a man who was both practical statesman and author against Romantic excesses
but they do not warrant the conclusion that Klinger was un-Romantic. Indeed,
three others of the "Betrachtungen" reveal a characteristically Romantic interest
in the hero legend and the fairy tale. In spite of the effect of the pointed
satire at the end of 702 against BUhme and Lavater, against mysticism and fate
and the contemporary poets, the first part expresses a longing which is Romantic
for a "Gerrflan hero poem, out of German material, sung by a German poet", and
there is a regretful note in the complaint that the sciences have destroyed all
the elements necessary to such a poem and that we are so far advanced in civil-
iaation that "author and readers seem to have lost the belief in moral and physi-
cal miracles".
In Wieland's poems such as "Musarion", "Oberon", and the fairy tales,
and poems about knights, Klinger finds a "Greek-Italian fancy, warmed with Ger-
man feeling". Meland' s poems please foreigners more than those of other German
No. 645.
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writers, not only because of the grace and harmony of the language but because
"hi8 subjects belong to all peoples".* Is there not a hint here of Romantic coa-
mopolitanism and of interest in folk tales? And again, "Whenever I read a fairy
tale (which I still like to do) and the beautiful good fairy appears to the hero
of the story, then I think of the powerful, noble fairy who in our youth touches
us with her magic wand at the moment when our perceptions are developing - - the
poetry in my mind. I know beforehand that now the hero of the tale goes out into
the world with faith and confidence, and that he will succeed even in what seems
impossible as long as he possesses the talisman which has been bestowed upon him,
to which his faith and confidence are anchored. If he loses it through the snareg
of an enemy of the good fairy, or if the story ends with her disappearance,
then
hero and heroine sit before me in as ordinary a fom as I do before myself, when
I do not perceive with my spirit the gentle motion of the pinions of the compan-
ion of my youth. Discontented but silent, I lay ths book aside, look at the
world, rub my hand over my forehead and feel how much the enchanting power of my
talisman has grown weak."**
From these statements of Klinger's and from several of his letters***
we may conclude that Klinger was sincere in believing that he was opposed to the
Romantic movement. At the same time we see that he also gave expression to cer-
tain interests essentially Romantic. Perhaps had it been his lot to cone in
close contact with the Romantic School he v/ould have recognized these tendencies
in himself and have come to appreciate Romanticism more and to have felt a sym-
pathy for it.
No. 125.
**lIo. 239.
Rieger: I.e. II, letters 131, 189, 192, 195-98, 209.

CHAPTER III
THE INTEREST SHOWlf IN KLINGER BY RO^IANTICISTS
A consideration of the littls mtarial vie have availa^la concarning ths
opinions hald by 30n;e oi" tho Romantic writars about Klinger'a works will at least
serve to show that the St. Petarsb^jirg general was net entiraly ignored by con-
temporary writers in Gerrcany. As early as tha iunrf-er of 1791 Triadrich Schlegal
writes to his brother Y.'ilholrn as follov/s: "In Ivlinger's draiXias I have foijind Uiany
great characters, especially in Medea, Die neue Arria, Ler verbannte G^ttersohn
and Der Eervvisch". In Pebr-^aiy 1792 he writes: "rauat's Life by Elinger is a
book full of originality, glowing cnaracterization, wit, and ingenuity. MhoQver
reads it hastily will consider it a satira upon Providence; it is certainly not
that and as auch v/ould be poor. As alv/ays with IClingsr, sicillful ccn-pletion is
lacking. The ai::: of the whole is entirely hidden. If the work is not to be a
aaultitude of disconnect^sd pictures, then the unity n:u8t lie in the character of
Faust. A great deal is lacking, ho^vever, in order that all details Mght point
to this end, or even that it might be clearly understood. With him Eaust is a
man, with all power for good and evil, but not a great man as with Goethe. Ee is
full of conceit, voluptuousness and indolence".*
WilheliE Schlegel rarely raentions Klinger. In his Berlin lectures he
superficially touches the Faust novel, none toe favorably**, and in his Vienna
lectures isentions rZlinger and Leisev/itz only to accuse Schiller of plagiaris.'c.
*Anaeiger fur deutschss Altert-'oai. 25; 307, 382
**Ibid. 3C8
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Tledc's utterances concarnine ^linger show a rather complete knowledge
of hie works, due perhaps to Tieck's Interest in tha Storm and Stress period. In
his essay on "Goethe und seine Zait" ha discusses Klinger together v/ith other
rcarEbers of the Storm and Stress movement*. Mo finds Klin^^ar less tal^jnted and
colder than Lenz but thinks that "Die Zwillings" justly aro\ised great expectations
He mentions "briefly Goethe's and Shakespeare's influence, and then continues:
"He early turned his attention to cotiiedy which h3 50Ut,ht in a certain repelling
coldness such as the huii^or of a ;^ood that wavara between the younger Cr^billon
and the cynicism of a Rabelais. These novels and earlier drafflas, despite their
insistence on strength, hava the character of indefinite weakness. Latar he
tried to imitate the ancients. - - - The man of reason and insight shows hiinself
on all sides, but the poet vanishes almost entirely in the coldness of a con-
sciously planned purpose. So it is in his half philosophical novels, which the
Esore recent they are have so much the more knowledge of the world, observation
of iL-en, correct judgment and keen perceptions with which the older reader is de-
lighted and which can bs of great value to the younger one." In another report**
of Tieck's opinion we find the saiiae estimation of Kiinger and Lenx, of "Die Zwil- <
linge" and the early novels where "he still appears as an imitator of V^ieland.
On tha other hand his later serious novels are gloomy, repellauit, and violent.
His best work in this field is 'Dichter und VJelta-iann' ".
It was this latter book that first interested Achim von Arnim in Kling-
er. He wrote to Brantano in ivlay, 1807 as follows***: "I azi now making myself
acquainted with Klinger; his book Ter Weltmann und der Dichter' affected
me greatly, as I azn now living between the two different spheres. I shall now
go on tc the 'Geschichte eines Deutschen nsuester Zeit ' ". Brentano pays tribute
*Tieck: Kritische Scliriften, 2: 244-5.
**Kopke: Ludwig xieck, i^rinner-'jaigsn aus dem Leben des Dichters. II, 2C1.
***Steig: I.e. I, 212.
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to Klinger as the author of "Dia Zwillinga" in the •econd stansa of his prologue
to "Die Griindung Prage" . In hia eaaay on "FnillBter" he mentions Klinger as be-
ing an exception among the various I'aust writers who secretly fur:e at Goethe's
work.* One of Bettina Brentano'a favorite books is said to have been the "Be-
trachtungon" .**
Arndt, as one of the singers of the War of Liberation, was not strictly
Honaantic, although as VTalael points out the Schlegsls turned their attention to
the patriotic lyric at the saice tinie that Arndt did.*** Arndt had the privilege
of aueeting Klinger personally and describes th-3 appearance of the seventy-year
old general who was at that tUud saddened by the death of his only son,****
Ke finds in Klinger 's writings soi^sthing "kaltes Geistiges und ra^aoni sche s doch
fiber diese V/elt Scporschwebandes" , but feels, too, that "a cold, proud wind of
aristocratic contemplation blows over the individual appearances and inspiration
of noble feeling; at tinies a sentiment which one might call a ITeva sentiment,
such as often freezes one by the heat of a glowing fire". The discussion of
Klinger ends with a further description of his personality and the details of a
call upon him.
,
Another of the Heidelberg Horaanti cists, Joseph von Gfirres, shows genuine
appreciation of Klinger as a man in his essay upon him."^ He says, "Experience
with the world and an inner uoral strength rusuze up the two characteristic elements
of Klinger's nature; the best in his v/ritings, particularly in his thoughts about
the world and literat-'jre, proceeds from these two points. But these two elements
have always been hostile, and they cannot live together easily in t?ie sarue dis-
position. Practical industry, relations of right and duty, moral action,
*Brentano: Gesammelte Schriften: VI, 5; V, 430.
**Anzeiger fiir deutsches Altertwa: 25, 332. (Careful search failed to
locate the exact reference for this stateisant in the "Briefwechsel
mit einem Kinde"
.
)
***V/alael: I.e. 99.
****Arndt: Samtliche Warke, 5 6-7.
G^rres: Charakteri stiken und Kritiken. Part I, 33-88.
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Bvvift to\ichlng of life and the relations of man, the laws of the aioral world and
lt3 great epochs in the future and the past - the«e bo-und the sphere in which his
spirit is pleased with love. His cycle of novels are moral writings, thru-
out which the thence of theodicy is developed; they all deal with the relations
of providence, fate^and the devil, tha fight of good with evil, of the "bad in
human nature with the ideal, the outrages of the clergy and the despots, the
crimos of peasant society and the misuse of power". Like Arndt, Gfirras feels a
coldness in Klinger's v/ritings, "a cutting north wind that breaks out of a glooi^y,
cloudy sky and blows ice cold on the mind", but in contrast to Amdt he thinks
that sentiment and touching element s are entirely foreign to Klinger's nature
as well as to his works. Gtirres' charg3 that Klings* did not appreciate women
on account of this lack raay have a little trj.th in it but is best answered by
^linger hiiiiself in a letter to Fanny Tarnow evidently replying to a similar
charge from her.* In it he makes clear his personal regard for his mother, sis-
ter, nieces, wife, and cites several characters froin his v/ritings to prove that
he does estesiii woman highly. The "Fragiiente" as Gtirres calls the "Betrachtun-
gen" contain among Duch that is excellent "innumerable sins against art, to which,
almost all that he says about German poetry belongs". "Haphael" seems to G^rres
Xlinger's best novel; "Faust" his poorest. Of special interest, in view of
Fichte's intimate relation with the Romantic movement is the following: "VJhen,
however, he e^rpresses himself against Fichte in particular, he does not know how
much his whole being and ".vhatever is best in it is like that of the man he is
censuring.
"
But of all the Romanticists interested in Klinger Jean Pa"'jil alone dis-
covers anything traly Romantic in his works. Although he feels that in general
Klinger's works only v.'iden the breach between the real and the ideal, and gives
Rieger: I.e. II, letter 191
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us the often quoted comparison betv/een Klinger' 8 novels and the village fiddler's
music which resolves the dissonances by a final shriller one, yet he writes:*
"With the following Romantic examples I call attention to the fact that I con-
sider only the writings Romantic and poetic, not their authors. People will
therefore pardon me when I say that Klinger' s 'Bambino' or the love of the page
Fanno and the Princess Rose in his 'Goldner Hahn' are Romantic, and assert justly
that he there first let Romantic rose and lily light fall upon the court life".
The Schlegels, Tieck, Arnim, Clemens and Bettina Brentano, Amdt,
Gbrres, Jean Paul - these make up a goodly nmber of Romantic writers who found
something worth while in Klinger' s writings. Nor can one keep from wondering if
there were not other Romanticists, perhaps Novalis for ezample**, who read Kling-
er but have left us no record of their impressions.
Jean Paul: S&ntliche Werke, XLI, 129-30. Vorschule der Aesthetik.
**0. E. Lessing, Article in "Der Zeitgeist", I, No. 4. Chicago.

CHAPm IV.
ROMANTIC ELEMENTS IN KLINGER' S DRAMAS
Inasniuch as Klinger "began his literary career as a writer of dramaB it
is obvious that the earlier productions were typically Storm and Stress^ and that
we may therefore expect to find in them only such Romantic elements as carried
over into the latter movement. Among these were the interests in the Middle Ages
and in foreign lands. Klinger' s first drama, "Otto", influenced especially by
Goethe's "GBtz von Berlichingen" plays in medieval Germany in the days of the
struggles between the knights and the clergy. The scenes of "Die Zwillinge",
"Die neue Arria", and "Stilpo" are in Italy. Raphael and Ariosto are contempo-
rary characters in "Die neue Arria". Lledieval Spain is the scene of "Sinisone
Grisaldo" and definite Spanish places such as Granada and Valladolid should give
the effect of reality. Nevertheless so far as impressions are concerned "we
find ourselves in the old romantic land of Ariosto, and the action has entirely
his fantastic style".* "Der Derwisch" takes us to the Orient, the land which ri-
vailed Italy in fascination for the Romanticists. Among the later dramas several
deal with classical interests in motive and setting, but "Elfride" is based on
tenth century English history, and "Der Gunstling" and "Roderico" use the scenes
of medieval Spain again, the latter play with Navarra substituted for Granada
by way of variation.
An interesting point in the study of symbolism is the question of es-
tablishing some kind of connection between external Nature and the emotions of
men. TShether Klinger' s treatment of the subject is conscious or half instinc-
tive is difficult to determine. At any event it is worthy of note that in the
*Rieger: I.e. I, 129.
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third act of "Die Zwillinge" the storm in Guolfo's soul is paralleled by the
storm ragint; without. He says, as in inner torture he tries to make his final
decision to murder his brother, "Let me never see the sun again. Let blacky fore-
boding thunder clouds hang over the earth until I ara through".* In "Stilpo und
seine Kinder" Antonia, the mother, with an anxious presentiment of the future
sees visions of her children's death when the gardener reports that his two be-
loved trees, which he had named for the two boys, have been destroyed, one by
being eaten at the roots by a worm and the other torn by a storm just as it was
in full bloom.**
In addition to this llature-eymbolism there are genuinely fantastic
elements to be found in some of Klinger' s dramas, fantastic in the Romantic
sense. There is a hint of the supernatural in Klinger' s first drajaa where Otto
meets the old witch in the woods who prophesies of coming danger, a scene which
reminds us of "Ilacbeth".
It is "Der Derwisch", however, which possesses more of the purely fan-
ciful than any of Klinger' s other plays. Much that is fantastic in it undoubt-
edly arose from Klinger' s interest for the time being in Freemasonry, an influ-
ence which as Schneider points out*** was also at work in Goethe's "VJilhelm
Meister", Jean Paul's "Unsichtbare Lege" and "Titan", Werner's "SBhne des Thais",
and Amim's "Die Kronenw^chter" so that "Der Derwisch" is in company with Ro-
mantic productions in this respect.
The Dervish lives alone in his simple hut in a manner to rejoice the
heart of a follower of Rousseau. He is heir to all the wisdom and magic arts of
Die Zwillinge, Act III, Scene I.
**Rieger: I.e. I, 210; Stilpo und seine Kinder, Act II, Scene V,
*** Schneider: Die Freimauerei und ihr Einfluss auf die geistigen Kizltur
in Deutschland am Ende des achtsehnten Jahrhtinderts. 192.
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an ancient Eg^rptian order, but few people know this. They do know, however, that
he possesses the art of restoring people to life "by means of a candle wiiich he
lights after placing it between their lips. Ke refuses to bring anyone back to
life who in his opinion is not worthy of it, but he gives us sufficient demon-
stration of his power by restoring Fatime's mother, by his desperate attempts,
finally successful^ to rectify his bungled work with Fatime and Halli, and by the
joke he played on the Mufti of SamarcsLnd in keeping hirt alive but causing him to
lose his wealth and his position. The love affairs of the Dervish and Fatime are
interfered with by the Sultan and that brings the Dervish in touch with the other
plot of the play which concerns the marriage of the Sultan's sister. She cannot
speak to any suitor until she has found her ninety-ninth diamond, and count as
she will all day long there are only ninety-eight. The other one is hidden in a
fold of the petticoat of one of the Princesses of Illyria and they, so we learn
at the beginning of the play, have been changed into two clocks by the magician
Primrose. They can be released from their enchantment if someone winds them up
just at midnight and so they keep rolling from one new home to another always
hoping their new owner vdll free them.
After the Princesses are changed to their proper form - the details of
the plot do not concern us here - they appeal to the magician Primrose to help
the Dervish out of his difficulties with Fatime and her brother. Px-imroso's
voice is heard in the midst of thunder and lightning. By means of music the ma-
gician causes the Sultan and his court to fall asleep so that the Dervish can
get Fatime and Halli together and restore the right heads to the right bodies.
Thunder and lightning continue while the Dervish is accomplishing this act and
is succeeded by soft music when all is complete. Then the Dervish, Fatime and
Fatime' s mother are taken to the Ganges in a carriage of clouds provided by
Primrose.
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The love which the Dervish has for the Ganees and the longing to bo
there vrtiich he and Fatime share is comparable to IJignon' s lon£;ing for her beloved
Italy, "das Land, wo die Citronen bltihn", although it is not so poetic in char-
acter or expression as was Mignon's. Fatime says in talking with her mother*:
"Now I iE^gine myself by the Ganges. My Dervish's hut is close to its banlca.
Citron trees, poplars, and cedars shade it. There no Sultan disturbs us, there
we are alone". Rieger considers this play, which "reflects the reality of human
life in a fantastic setting", the best of Klinger' s early draanas.**
Mor are fantastic elements lacking in "Medea", the drama that was
Klinger's favorite.*** Lledea, the daughter of Hecate, has inherited from her
mother a knowledge of magic. In the later drama "Medea auf dem Kaukasos" this
power is also revealed; for example in her rescue of ths young girl by calling
up a thunderstorm which kills the priest, shatters the altar, scatters the crowd
and thus prevents the sacrifice. As to Hecate, "It is nothing else than the
Faust idea as Goethe originally understood it. The bursting of the bonds of a
mortal personality, the intuitive knowledge of Nature in and from her innermost
being, the becoming one with her and the adaptation of her powers to the service
of a great will - Hecate, thought of not as a goddess but as a mortal woman, had
accomplished this end.""*" So Medea is feared and hated because of her weird and
dangerous knowledge. She is banished from Corinth and takes her children with
her to the boundary of the kingdom so that she may be Tath them as long as pos-
sible before the final farev/ell. As the sun Sets - again Nature symbolism - she
begins to feel tha1t she is thoroughly Hecate's daughter and the "Nachtseite
ihrer Natur"'*^olds sway. In an uncanny scene worthy of a Hoffmann she calls
*Der Derwisch: Act III, Scene V.
**Rieger: I.e. I, 300.
***Ibid. I.e. II, 162.
J;ibid. I.e. II, 101.
"^Ibid. II, 102.
I
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her mother from tha Lower World and Hecate appears first as a dark cloud in a
cypress tree, then she reveals herself in her shadowy fora to Lledea. Later she
appears to the children as owls on the nearby tree and finally her voice seens
to speak to Lledea again from an invisiljle form.
A similar use of uncanny apparitions is found in "Der Gtinstling" and
"Roderico" where Klinger uses the motive of hallucinations due to a guilty con-
j
science. In the latter play the king hears some one pass him quickly cut sees
no visible person, or he sees his dead father sitting on the throne or perhaps
standing between him and the person with whom he is talking.
To return to the "lledea". Kar appearance in ths last act in her dragon
chariot is, of course, traditional. Then at her command the three invisible
Erinyes who hav3 been tormenting Kreon, Kreusa and Jason, become visible and car-
ry their victims away to the Lower World. The last act is written in a lyrical,
rhythmical prose which suggests a tyi^e of free verse to be found "neither in
Groethe nor Klopstock, but perhaps in llcvalis in the 'Hymnan an die Nacht'."*
The "Medea", through an error on tho part of the printer,** originally
appeared with "Das Schicksal" printed in place of tha actual title as headings
for the pages. The error due to stupidity was not so inapt after all, for Kling-
er has spared no pains to make us feel that the events of the play are unavoid-
able consequences of Fate. The prologue spoken by Fate herself forecasts the
mood of the play. All is peace and quiet, but the sun brings sorrow and woe to
the realm. Kreon, the King of Corinth, has terrible dreams and begins to fear
for the future and to plan to get rid of Medea. Aphrodite is revenging herself
on the children of Kelios because he revealed her love for the god of war. So
she shoots an arrow into Medea's heart and later another into Jason's heart.
And Jason in his new love for Kreusa stores up great misfortune for himself and
*Rieger: I.e. II, 104.
**Ibid. I.e. II, 172.
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his sons. The prolo^ua ends with a grewsone description of the revenge of the
Erinyes. So when Medea bewails the curse of Aphrodite which persecutes the
children of ths sim, and fears that the spirits of revenge which she banished to
the Lower V;orld when she took up her life as a hurnan being may overpower her in
spite of herself, we feel that her fesurs are indeed well grounded, and that Fate
will demand a revenge.
It is clear that Klinger has made the "Medea" a Fats-tragedy, despite
his later spirited opposition to the introduction of the Fate element in the
drama. Furthermore "Lledea in Korinth" is not the only play of Klinger' s which
uses a Fate motive. In the fragment "Der verbannte G-Ottersohn", Jupiter is
thoroughly disgusted with the behaviour of mortals and tired of their prayers
and complaints and offerings. But then he remembers, "Do I not drive them like
a whirlwind against each other and among each other? Have I not formed their
hearts and minds thus, turned their faith thus to me, and laid in their hearts
the fatal conceptions of Fats and Destiny which must crush their greatness and
strength?" In "Oriantes" llsmesis has a prologue before the first and the fifth
acts, and she it is who kills the only remaining heir to the throne with a stroke
of lightning. In "Lledea auf dem Kaukasos", Klinger' s last drana. Fate instead
of being given a prologue is made an actual character of the play.
It is of course true that the G-reek literature was the ultimate source
of the Fate-tragedy. Nevertheless the use of the Fate element in ths draina was
a typically Romantic interest in the first decade of the nineteenth century,
and in the last of the eighteenth also if w© consider Tieck's "Karl von Benieck".
Storm and Stress gives no expression to this conception of Fate and we are there-
fore justified in considering it one of the chief Romantic elements in Klinger'
s
drainas, together with the interests in distant lands and times, in a connection
between man and naturs.and in the fanciful, the grotesque and the magical.

CHAPTER V.
ROMANTIC ELEMENTS IN KLINGER' S NOVELS
"A fairy-tale in the style of the younger CrJlDillon" - such is Rieger'
a
characterization of Klinger' s first novel, "Der neue Orpheus". It will be re-
membered, however, that Cr^illon and his French contemporaries so twisted and
turned the folk fairy-tale that it became almost unrecognizable, and all the ad-
ventures and wonders and enchantments were worked into a plot centering about
sex impulses, nevertheless there are fantastic elements in the story of Bajnbino
of the same type as appeared in "Der Derwisch". The similarity is not surpris-
ing when we remember that Klinger wrote the drama between the fourth and fifth
parts of "Orpheus", for it must be admitted that the last of this apparently
inexhaustible novel was written more on account of the money it would bring than
on account of trying to satisfy an inner need for self expression.
Host of th3 more fantastic touches are to be found in the stories
subordinate to the main one of Bambino's adventures. Thus in the third part the
magician Linko appears. He has a v/onderful temple in T«4iich three kinds of echoes
can be heard, he sends his gnomes to play jokes on stupid folk, and he has about '
his castle an enchanted woods inhabited by sylphs, knights and princesses. The
adventures of the knights and ladies provide considerable material for the foui&i
part of the story*, and perhaps might have continued to do so for later parts
had not author and readers tired of them. Most of the fourth part, however, is
concerned with Bambino' adventures, which had been rather neglected in part
three
.
Rieger: I.e. I, 271 - 286.
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The fifth and last part* introduces an entirely new episode in the
shape of the story of Foraoso^ later published separately under the title "Prinz
FormoBos Fiedelbogen". This is a story submitted to the King by Ali^ one of the
characters^ to prove that he is a skillful enough writer to be the King's biog-
rapher. Prince Formoso is given a fiddle bow by the magician Eradames and is to
find the fiddle that matches it since "fiddles and fiddlebows rule the state".
When he has found the riglit one he will be able to play on it the most v/onderful
music ever heard. The fairy Solitaire gives him an owl to warn him when he and
the bow are in danger, a string of little silver bells which fulfill his wishes
when they ring suid warn him of danger when they v/hirr, and a jaw's harp which
the prince must learn to play. Lleanwhile the fairy Sorena has given ths Princess
Sanaclara the fiddle which matches Formoso' s bow and it will begin to play by
itself when the right bow is found. But since many fiddlers are attracted to
Sanaclara the fairy has also given her a trumpet at whose sound all but the
right bow will break in pieces. With this situation as a setting Formoso has
one strange adventure after another.
An interesting point in relation to the style of "Formoso" is the con-
stant interruption of the story by questions that the King asks, or by comments
addressed to the reader, or by answers to supposed questions of the reader's.
The effect of such interruptions is practically the same as that of the Romantic
irony in the rather exaggerated form in which the aim was "ZerstBrting der Il-
lusion". It is only in the episode of Formoso that Klinger breaks into the con-
tinuity of his story to carry on aji interview with the reader. "Der neue Or-
pheus "was revised by Klinger in 1791 and published under the title of "Bambino".
¥e turn now to Klinger' s philosophical novels which were his attempt
to answer the question as to why evil .^iid slavery ruled in a world where goodness
Rieger: I, 307-334.
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and froedom ought to exist. The plan which he worked out for the series involved
ten novels, tiut of these only eight were fully coEnpleted, ona reniained a fra.g-
ment, and the tenth v/as replaced "by the two volumes of the "Eetrachtungen" in
the collected edition of his works. The series was as follows:-
1. Faust s Leben, Thaten und Hfillenfahrt. 1790.
2. Geschichte Raphaels de Aquilas. 1792.
3. Geschichte Giafars des Barmeciden. 1790-1793.
4. Reisen vor der Stindflut. 1794.
5. Der Faust der iaorgenlftnder. 1795.
6. Cas allzu fruhe Eru-achsn des G-enius der Menschheit; ftrttchstuck. 1797.
7. Geschichte eines Teutschen der neuesten Zeit. 1797.
6. Sahir, Evas Srstgeborner im Paradiese, 1797; unter dem Titel: gold-
ner Hahn 1784.
9. Der V/eltiioarji und der Dichter. 1797.
For the purposes of this study "Faust", "Raphael" and "Sahir" will "be
especially considered. But limiting the more detailed analysis to these three
novels is not intended to imply that the others are destitute of any Romantic
characteristics. Quite the contrary is true. The scenes of "Giafar", one of
the companion novals of "Faust" are in the Orient. Giafar has fled from Bagdad
with his mother and his niece Fatime, and in a wilderness by the Euphrates learns
all that he can about his own and other religions. As a result of his study he
is convinced that there remains only a gloociy outlook so far as moral evil is
concerned. "To the impressions of moral danger which overwhelmed Giafar' s in-
ner world was added aji overpowering impression of physical danger".* This was
a tremendous flood which would have taken the lives of Fatime and Giafar' s moth-
er had not a stranger, Ahmet, rescued them. The moral storm and the physical
storm - again ths expression of an intimate relation between Nature and lian.
Rieger: I.e. II, 292.
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Another Rojaantic elarnent is the dreeuti motive modelled after Voltaire and uaed hy ,
Grillparzer later in "Der Traum ein Leben". Juat as Giafar awakes thinking that
he has avenged his father and is caliph himself, Ahmet reveals the fact that it
was his power that caused Giafar to have the dream. We therefore suspect that
Alimet has something supernatural in his nature. Our suspicion is confirmed when
he vanishes in the midst of a flame. The next book shows that Ahmet is the Le-
viathan of "Fausf'j and he continues his intercourse with Giafar when the latter
returns to the service of the Caliph.
"Reisen vor der Stindflut" and "Faust der Morgenlftnder" are oriental
fairy-tales and hav3 in them a certain fancifulness characteristic of such storieii
combined with the Faust idea of striving to fathom the sources of good and evil.
In the former there is a framework for Ilahal' s travels which has the flavor of
the Arabian Nights' Tales, for the stories are told to the Caliph by Esn Hafi.
The character of Llahal is portrayed as a finally despairing one who turns to
stone as he bewails the fate of men. "This monument still stands on the moun- ;
tain and in the stone still seems to weep over the descendants of IToah who live
and sin below him".* "Faust der Liorgenlflnder" begins mth a description of the ;
mythological dwelling place of the departed spirits of noble characters, where
all that is beautiful and good in the world is mirrored upon its walls. Abdal- i
lah, who is the Oriental Faust, conjures up a spirit, not from the dwelling
place already described but from a cold and dismal neighboring island, made thus
by the rule of Reason. The spirit is the abstraction of beauty, without a soul,
and ice-cold in his nobility. He therefore constantly checks and warns Abdallah
as the latter is about to carry out the impulses arising from the dictates of
his heart. The spirit knows all of Abdallah' s future except the last page which
he hesitated to read, but it is only bit by bit that he is allowed to reveal the
Reisen vor der Silndflut. 358.
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events to Abdallah. Abdallah's adventures, his saarch for the happiness of in-
nocence, his final despair, attempted suicide ajid his rescue form the basis for
Ben Hafi's tales. After Abdallah' s rescue from the sea, an event which had been
on the last page of the book of Fate and had therefore not been knovm by the
spirit, the latter appears for thj last time and gives Abdallah a signet ring,
vshich if carefully guarded will restore to him what he has lost - greatness, hap-j
piness and power.
In the "Geschichte eines Teutschen der neuesten Zeit" it is easy to
/
recognize at once the close parallel between Ernst and Rousseau's Emile, and
Prosch analyzes the similarities in detail in his book on Klinger's philosophical
novels. He shows, however, that there are also traces of influence from Jean
Paul's biographical novels,* and, still more important for establishing a rela-
tion between Klinger and Romaiiticiem, from G-oethe's "IJilhelm Meister". In con-
nection with this point he says**: "The thought cannot be lightly pushed aside
that Klinger, influenced through G-osthe's ' Uilhelm Meister' lets Hadem and Kalk- i
heim exercise an influence upon Ernst's fate which is scarcely clear to Ernst
himself". In common with the symbolic significance of the figure of stone and
of the signet ring in the Oriental novels, there is that of the wreath in the
"Geschichte eires Teutschen". Ernst hung this wreath in the grotto as a sign
of his belief in virtue. After years have passed, after his wife and friend
have proved faithless, and his child is dead, he returns there seeking shelter
from a thunderstorm. Seeing the withered wreath he tears it down and hurls it
Into the abyss below. His faith in mankind is destroyed, and he continues his
life absolutely alone. Hadem, the former teacher^ can find no approach to Emst'4
irimost soul until one day he is carried to Ernst's house, all weak and bleeding
Prosch: Klingers philosophische Romane; 16.
**Ibid. 41.
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froni a severe fall. Curing hie convaleacence he succeeds in making Ernst proaaise
to visit the grotto with hixu. They do so; the wreath hangs in its accustomed
place^ and we realize that it is in search for it that Hadem has suffered his
fall.
Nor are Romantic touches absent from the character of the "Ueltroann"
in "Der Welticann und der Dichter". He might reasonably be expected to be an ex-
|
ponent of a materialistic philosophy, but even he finally begs the poet to read
j
to him. "For some time I have beer, longing for dreams, for at last reality be-
comes entirely toe real for us".*
It lies outside the field of this study to attempt an analysis of
Klinger's novels which shall concern itself with details of plot, technique, or
the philosophical viev/s represented by the characters, interesting as these
points are. Therefore they will be discussed only as they are needed to furnish
a background for the Romantic touches that occur to a greater or less degree in
each of ths remaining novels.
I
We have seen in other works of Klinger's the significance he attached
to storms. So v/e again have a stom when Faust is about to pronounce th-^ v/ords
of his magic spell. "The clock in tha nearby G-othic tower strikes eleven.
Black night lies on the earth. The storm howls from the north, the clouds hide
the full moon, Nature is in an uproar".** The conjuration results in the ap-
pearance of the Genius of Hmaanity as the storm increases and the very founda-
tions of the house tremble. The Genius has come to save Faust if such a thing
is still possible, but Faust will have nothing to do with him and the Genius
vanishes, sighing, "You will see me again". All the horrors of Satan's feast
are described in the next few chapters. The feast, hov/ever, is interrupted by
Faust's voice which sounds insistently louder and louder in his attempt to call
*Der leltmarja und der Dichter. 279.
**Faust: 13.
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up one of the devils. Leviathan is chosen to go and Faust demands of hiin an
explanation of the things that perplex him. "You must speak and tear avp-ay the
dark covering that hides tht world of spirits from me. I insist upon knowing
the cause of moral evil in the worlds why the just auffer and the wicked are
happy".* Leviathan promises to speak "but warns Faust that he will not under-
stand, amd vanishes in a dazzling flame. The murmuring of a gentle west wind is
heard, ths rauraiur increases to a louder howling that is like rolling thunder and
Faust collapses within the magic circle. Recovering himself vdth difficulty he
is angered as he realizes his inability to comprehend Leviathan. Finally they
make a wager. Faust is to force Leviathan to believe in Llan' s virtue; Leviathan
is to prove that virtue does not exist, and thus Faust's journeys begin.
It is to be expected that Leviathan will give some demonstrations of
he
his magic power over people and things, not to mention ths times that^assumes
the form of some other person, such as a monk or a nun. After the wager is made
he tempts Faust with a casket of gold and a passing procession of beautiful
women. Then he shakes out insignia of various honors which at the command "Be-
coEie what you are", change to dust. To help Faust gain revenge upon the stupid
Biirgermeister and his associates he causes a fog to fill ths banquet hall. "The
glasses began to dance about the table. Ths roast geese, ducks, chickens, pigs,
veal, mutton and beef quacked, crowed, grunted, bleated, bellowed, flew over the
table and ran across it. Tlie wine gushed out of the flasks in flames of fire".*
Again with the motive of revenge, which is usually the cause of these odd per-
formances. Leviathan changes the pieces of gold which ths judge accepted as a
bribe into rats and mice which ate him up alive.*** A bishop drives a peasant
to commit suicide because he will not even allow the peasant to sell his cattle
*Faust: 53.
**Ibid. 79-80
***Ibid. 99.
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in order to pay ths rent but confiscates there instead. Faust derives a horrible
satisfaction from seeing the bishop terrorized and fainting as thi roasted calf's
head suddenly turns into the head of the dead peasant.* Leviathan also rescues
Doctor Robertus from the executioner by causing, him to disappear just as the blow
was about tc fall^ and he takes the hypocritical favorite of the Prince to the
burning deserts of Africa. At another time Leviathaji laughs at a story a nearby
spirit is telling him and at Faust's comiriand a voice sounds forth close beside
him and tells him the tale. And as Faust in increasing; anger,, despair^ and dis-
gust passes from one experience with hixnian vice and criire to another. Leviathan
destroys, disturbs, and murders according to his command, only at last to shov/
him the frightfiil results of all his deeds, even those Yjhich Faust hefcd intended
as kindnesses.
In addition to the introduction of ths mira.culous there appears in
"Faust" another Romantic characteristic in tho shape of the emphasis laid upon
dreams. These, according to the Romantic conception, were means of gaining new
revelations of th; Infinite.** Faust's yoimg wife first gives expression to the
prophetic significance which she feels her dreams have. "Your father and I have
suffered more on your account than on our own. VJe had such fearful dreams and
apparitions; when my eyes, weary with tears, closed I saw you torn from us forci-
bly and everything was so dark and fearful", Faust's father questions when he
sees all the money and jewels which Faust has brought, "Have you gained these
things in an honest fashion? - - - I have had terrible visions and presentiments
for several nights but I hope they arise from our worries".*** Even Leviathan
makes use of the influence of dreams to win his point v/ith the abbess: "Have you
not had a foreboding of what is in store for you? IIo warning dream?" ^
*Faust: 116
**rjalzel: I.e. 140 ff.
***Faust: 91, 93
+Ibid. 101.
tt
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And finally Faust has an allegorical dream interpreted tc hia by the Genius of
Humanity. He sees all people 7;orking with joy and happiness at the "building of
a great temple. Faust tries to enter the temple but is repulsed with such force
that he falls into an abyss, and just as he awakes his father's shrouded form
pulls aside the bed curtains saying, "Faustl Faust", llever did a father beget
a more unhappy son; with this feeling did I die".* Such a dresun and vision
surely satisfies the Romantic requirenient of syidbolic revelation.
Four phases of Romanticism find expression in "Raphael" - the moods of
Nature, a delight in loneliness ("Einsamkeit") , a certain mystical relation which
Raphael feels binds him to the world of spirits, and resignation to Fate. The
description of the landscape and its effect upon the chance traveller in the in-
troductory chapter of "Raphael" might easily have come from the pen of a Romantic
writer. "In Valencia, by the river Guadalavir, there towered an old, romantic
castle, in Arabic-Gothic style, which Almansor, one of the most famous Moorish
heroes had built. - Its high towers were reflected in colossal size in the
stream ?,*iich flov/ed past, and at sunset they cast their shadows far over the flat
bank opposite. A thick, dark woods was back of the castle and only a steep,
toilsome path led to its iron gate, the entrance of vrfiich two gigantic pillars
of basalt seemed to guard. Their threatening, terrifying appearance startled
everyone who discovered them for the first time upon coming out of the solemn
darkness of the v/oods. The nearby mosque, built of rocks, which had been cov-
ered with moss-grown ruins in order to guard it from destruction by the Christ-
ians, moved the soul of the traveler to deep contemplation about men, time, birtl)
death, fame and oblivion. The wind that sighed through the oaks, whose dark tops
shaded the ruins, was like the complaining of the departed sovls who once lived
here in the consciousness of their power and great deeds, and believed they had
*Faust: 260-265.
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built lasting temples and dwellines for their children as znoniinients to their
faiae".* In contrast to the quiet impression given by this description of castle,
mosque and forest is the account of the night when Raphael learns that hie faith-
ful Lloorish servant, friend and teacher has been murdered at the command of the
Christians. "The night fell dismal and gloomy. The storm roared from the sea.
Surrounded by the howling vdnd, by the rushing pinions of revenge, he sprang on
the rock. Through the darkness the fire blazed up opposite him. The priests in
muffled, hollow tones cried out to Eternity the last song of condemnation over
the dead as their bones sank into ashes". Affected by this mood Raphael revenges
himself upon the priests.**
In the peaceful environment of the opening chapter Raphael and his blinc
father, Don Roderiko, live contentedly. The father feels that death is near and
he therefore tells his son the story of his life. So we hear how Don Roderiko
happened to become blind, a story which arouses one's indignation, and we learn
of his life in hiding with his wife and child, Raphael's older brother. The
death of the child, however, destroyed their happiness and the "Trost der Ein-
samkeit".*** Raphael, like his father, finds a consolation in being alone or
with only those dear to him about him, as is shown at a later point in the story
v;hen Suleima performs the marriage rites in the stillness of night for Raphael
and Almerine in the secret room of the mosque where Raphael's father and mother
rest. Again, in the loneliness of the prison in Uadrid, Raphael's soul "attained
the highest point of its power",
Numerous references are made to Raphael's relation to the unseen world.
From I'ladrid he writes to Suleima with regret at having left his home: "TiTiy have
*Raphael: 3-4.
**Ibid. 243,
***Ibid. 40
^ibid. 200.
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I left the place where the spirits of the noble hover? Where I was near theni^
thought I perceived them, did perceive them?"* Of his father he says, "Death
cannot havs loosed entirely the bond between my father and me. He lives in
me, is in me, and I live and am in him".** This spiritual communion between
father and son is net always of ths saune intensity, for as Raphael is about to
marry Seraphine he writes to Suleima, "VJTriy an I so unhappy in my good fortune?
The spirit of my father has entirely deserted me".*** After two months of
married life he writes again to Saleima telling of his wife's faithlessness and
her relations v/ith the king, saying, "Suleima, the presentiments which hovered
about me canie here from my father' s grave as warnings from the v/orld of spir-
its"."^ As Raphael is taken to ths Lladrid prison he gives Suleima a last embrace
and tells the officers in perfect confidence, "Human pov/er affects only the
visible; v/ho is able to separate those who live in each other?" The peculiar
power which Raphael felt as he was alone in prison has been mentioned before.
There he "separated himself from all that surrounded him, rose to the regions
of the spirit world, and felt that he was, like them, a being that no longer
belonged to the ranks of sorrowing creatures. Impatiently his heart longed
for the hour which should place him there, where united with Alrasrine and his
friends ha would soar in the light, ethereal regions"."*^ His wish was at last
fulfilled. "The world of spirits opened before hiia in all its beauty; he felt
that he was awaited by father, mother, wife, friends and all the ur-happy ones
whom he had seen perish around him." "Raphael's spirit - - had fled from its
tortured body. Ths spirits of the loved ones received him, and they all
Raphael. 61.
**Ibid. 96
***Ibid. 105.
"^iDid. 106.
++Ibid. 200-201.
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hastaned tov/ard the rer^ions of rast^ again united "by the bond founded upon the
grave ".
Running parallel with the interrelation of ths spirits of ths- living
v.lth those of the dead^ we find a complete acceptance of Fate. At tha very he-
ginning of ths story Don Roderiko says in reference to the Lloore^ "My son, your
arm cannot stay the misfortune that hovers over than. The fate which, as
our poets say, rules gods and men, rolls to us over the worlds; no powsr can
stop it in its course".** He refuses to tell Raphael the name of the man who was
responsible for his losing his eyesight, believing that if Fate wills his son to
he his avenger the knowledge 7,111 he revealed in soiae way to him.*** So we see
an explanation for Raphael's instinctive hate of Don Antonio when they meet in
'ladrid, and it is clear that the latter must meet his death "by Raphael' s hand.
Such is the inevitable will of Fate."*" Again, "I must run the course marked out
for me by Fate imtil that which is to happen through me has happened". And at the
close, "I feel thy hand, all-powerful Fate, and hope this is the last of thy
crushing blows". A more striking counterpart to the Fate element of Romantic
dramas could scarcely be found.
There remains for our consideration only "Sahir", the revision of the
story Tii^ich Jean Paul considered Romantic. It is represented as being an Ara-
bian fairytale which the author retells for readers in general and a certain
Angelika in particular. The Circassians are a half-barbarous Asiatic people,
living undisturbed by their more civilized neighbors whose visits would mean
destruction. The fairy Llorena has given them a golden cock vdth the warning
that if it ever falls into ths hands of a woman tha peace and happiness of the
Circassians will disappear. So we touch upon the element of the miraculous at
*Raphael: 269, 282,
**Ibid. 8. 12.
***Ibid. 39,
^Ibid.114.
^Poid. 190, 268
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the very "beginnine of thj story. Princess Rose's page^ Fanno^ has heard her ex-
press a wish to see ths golden cock and so he stcuras it for her. She has such
a sensitive nature that she cannot endure the sight of anything ugly and she
therefore cuts off one great^ ungainly^ heavy feather which the little cock has.
Immediately the enchantment is broken and a beautiful youth appears*^ who_, we
learn later, is Sahir, Eve's first-bom child in Paradise, and \iho represents
Enlightenment. He vanishes without telling who or what he is.
After the disappearance of the golden cock there co:::e suitors from
other lands to woo Princess Rose. They are astonished at the ignorance of the
Circassians and immediately teach them at least the vices of their civilization.
Thus the fairy's prophecy comes true and faithlessness to marriage vows becomes
the general rule in the land. In the midst of this environment of vice the
Princess Rose and Fanno remain pure and true. They confess their love for each
other as they are exploring a cavern which they hav.: found in their wanderings.
As they do so the invisible Spirit of the cavern speaks to them angrily, but
since they are able to answer him ?dthout fear he is appeased and tells them to
flee to him if they are ever in danger.**
Through the influence of Don Pedro, who represents the orthodox Cath-
olic church, Fanno smd Rose are condemned to be burned. But just as the fire is
lighted a great storm comes up and puts it out. Then from a shining golden
cloud Sahir appears to reproach the people for the misuse of their knowledge.***
Rose flees from the place guided by an invisible hand. In search of Fanno she
goes to the cavern. At the entrance the howling wind, the stom and the earth-
quake frighten her until the voice of the Spirit of the cavern tells her that
these are merely tests of her heart. She rushes in and instantly the storm dies
Sahir: 89-90
**Ibid. 129-132,
***Ibid. 194-196.
1I
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down and music plays softly.* Fanno, too^ aftor severe tests reaches the cavern
and tha joy of tha lovers is complete as the Spirit speiks to them, "You will
always return to me for we ars one^ and ycu cannot separate yourselves froii^ me".*
Such arc the chief elements of the supernatural in "Sahir".
The remaining important Romantic element of this novel is ths symbo-
lism. As to the relation "between Nature and hamn Taeings we have already men-
tioned the two storms. Then on ths day that Fanno and Rose were to be burned at
the stake the sun refused to shine on the Circassians.*** There are also deli-
cately beautiful descriptions of Nature in her gentle moods, such as those of
the "earthly Paradise" where the two children lived, and of their wanderings
through woods and cavern."^ But more ir/iportant than the feeling toward Nature
are the Roiaantic characters, Fanno and Rose, whose love suggests that of Eeinrich
and Mathilde in Novalis' s "Hsinrich von Ofterdingen"."^ Rose is tha beautiful
princess ^vho is so affected by anything not beautiful that she faints and
almost
dies because of ths presence of tha ugly Ober-Hofmeisterin. Her companion,
Sophie, thinks that her only fault is too great a passion for music. The mu-
sic in the cavern was one of its attractions for Rose, and she delighted in
Fanno' s ability to move her inmost soul through his music. Their love for each
other is so great that when separated in the prison tower they still feel that
a spiritual communion exists. "Fanno sang his sorrows to the lonesome, echoing
-.v-alls and thought that Rose heard hLm; Rose lamented to her lute and thought
that Fanno heard her".*+
Two comraents made by the author in imagined dialogues with Angelika
* Sahir: 207-209.
**Ioid. 213.
***Ibid. 191.
"^Ibid. 27j 125-128.
"'"'"0. E. Lessing: I.e.
"^Sahir: 158.
*+Ibid. 184.
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add to the atmosphere of the story of Fanno and Rose, with tholr love for the
beautiful, for llature, for music, their union with Nature and their strange ex-
periences with supernatural beings. "All of our visions, waking or dreaming,
are truth", says Angelika of passionate love, "but a rose-tinted mist conceals
them and keeps us from knowing them intimately. Living pictures arise from music;
song; even the; . softest west wind becomes embodied as it touches our lips or our
cheeks. The flowers assiime souls, all llature speaks to us in a tongue whose
secret meaning we divine and feel, although wa think each of her tones is an
enigma".*
In connection with Fxose's entrance into the cave to find Fanno, the
author says of the glorious revelation of liature there: "TTno is able to describe
T^diat thou hidest in thy bosom, thou mother of the world? No tongue names it, no
heart, no spirit comprehends it. - - - Thou permittest us to see the working of
thy All-power, but thou hidest fron our eyes tha creating of thy hands. Still
thou hast laid in our inner being a presentiment of thy presence and we feel that
we are a beloved part of thee and again unite ourselves with thee".**
From the foregoing survey of Klinger's novels we are in a position to
appreciate the estimation of them which Hettner gives.*** "At the turning of
the century there are four important things that especially stand out in addition
to the great writings of G-oethe and Schiller: Klinger's last novels, Jean Paul's
talented humor, Hblderlin' s contemplative character, deeply touching on account
of the tragedy of his life, and the beginnings of the Romantic School. In all
these manifestations is the same c ormnon impulse and basic thougiit, the inviolable
character of Idealism'.'.
Sahir: 37.
**Ibid. 209.
***Hettner: Geschichte der deutschen Literatur im achtzehnten Jahr-
hundert. Vol. Ill, part 2: 354 (The italics are mine.)

CHAPm VI.
SUMIURY.
From the preceding discussion the question of Klinger' s relation to
Romanticism can now be definitely ansvvered. We have found that the emphasis
placed "by the Storm and Stress writers on emotion^ individuality^ genius, Rous-
seau' s theories and Herder' s ideas carried over into the Romantic period and were
further developed there. It has long teen recognized that some of the other
Storm and Stress writers possessed characteristics that "bordered on the Romantic,
"but Klinger presimiably lacked such qualities since he opposed the Romantic School
in the "Betrachtungen" . However in addition to his unfavorable comments we have
found that Klinger also gave expression in the "Betrachtungen" to the half-mys-
tical tendency in his nature and his delight in fairy tales.
Several of the Roir;antic writers were interested in Klinger and read his
writings with care. Not all of them understood him or judged him aright, but
they found material to hold their attention and Jean Paul at least was appreci-
ative of the Romantic tendency in Klinger.
In the dramas and novels we have found mingled with the most realistic
portrayals of unlovely phases of huii:an life, many Romantic characteristics. The
latter may, indeed, have stood out the more clearly because of their setting.
Klinger used the supernatural elements of the fairy-tale magicians, fairies,
genii, vatches and devils; enchanted princesses and youths; magic candles, fid-
dles and bells. He was cosmopolitan enough, although there was also the added
motive of avoiding the Russian censorship, to put the scenes of some of his
stories in Italy, Spain and the Orient. He gave a symbolic significance to
dreams, to phenomena of Nature, and in a completely Romantic sense to the love
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of Fanno and Rose. He described a mystical coiumunion of spirit vd.th spirit in
"Raphael", and he viho so "bitterly denounced the Romantic Fate-draniatists himself
introduced Fate in his writings.
Thus this man of sturdy character who towered above the corruption of
the Russian court, who in the midst of his active work long cherished the desire,
unfulfilled, of returning to his native land, who gave to the world his solution
of the problem of good and evil in his aeries of novels this man v/ith all his
experience in the world of men and his insistance upon the importance of accom-
plishing practical results was also Ronantic and revealed the Rosaantic phase of
his nature in his writings. Further study may perhaps show that Klinger was one
of the forces along with Herder, Goethe, Lenz and Maler LItlller that helped bring
about the change from Rationalistic to Romantic thought and from Classical to
Romantic literary standards. But the problem of Klinger' s influence upon Roman-
ticists is one that will require a more extended investigation than has here
been carried out.
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